Zero to Thrive TRN follow up thoughts from meeting, 1/17/20
Goal
Finish concept paper 1 (part
of defining Network but first
pass)

Define Translational Network
(identity, goals, impact)
“cross sector connections
address the silos and make
our work relevant”
Needs to start early (training
– “advocacy is part of the
job” -> IPE activities)

Identify Translational
Network activities

Ideas
Action steps
- Break out into
- Authorship guidelines
different papers
- Feedback from
(special issue)
members
addressing needs of
- Identify journal(s) etc
each sector
- Think we need to get
- Treat concept paper
AN initial paper out
as chance to
and there are others
introduce Z2T-TRN
model (what is scope)
- If have breakout short
implications papers
focused on the needs
for each sector, could
serve as basis for
creating other
translational
materials
(infographics, ppt
presentations, more
fancy…)
- Positioning statement
- Process similar to
- Possibly 3 focus
what we did for Z2T
areas/cores: research,
overall
training, outreach
- Positioning statement
- Build shared identity
should start from Z2T
- Repository of
statement
expertise (identify
- Branding w
members)
Translational Network
- Scope and phased
(email sig), tagline
timeline
- Ultimately write joint
- Define what is
opeds etc. geared to
“translational”?
different audiences
(many things:
implications of basic
science; activities to
promote cross-sector
connections; training)
- Speaker bureau - Create list of what
Have experts “at the
activities ‘count’ for

-

-

Connection and Coordination
of TRN

-

-

-

ready” for outward
facing translation
(e.g., opeds, npr,
policymakers, etc)
Create process,
format for the above
Cross-sector toolkit –
addressing SDOH in
clinical care, other
venues
Specific translational
projects (research,
engagement,
creating products?)
Sharing the science in
an accessible manner
Training (course
review, cross-list
courses)
Pursue IPE
opportunities
Identify and feed /
connect TRN
(academic?) members
to relevant
opportunities
(research, community
engagement)
Repository/tracking
of Z2T-TRN member
activities (faculty
survey)
Z2T-TRN membership
Check ins, meetings
etc

-

-

-

the TRN (share on
website?)
AM examples
Internships

Ideas for new
members:
JBKay – pediatric
advocacy clinic in law
school (who)
Religious studies?
Sociology?

